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3 
The Moral Destruction of the United States of 

America 
Where have you gone, Joe DiMaggio, 

A nation turns its lonely eyes to you… 

What’s that you say, Mrs. Robinson, 

Joltin’ Joe has left and gone away… 

-Simon & Garfunkel, 1968690 

 

 It began in Dallas, Texas in the fall of November 1963 while an open-

top limousine surrounded by cheering crowds slowly cruised by. To be 

sure, a plan was in the works to fundamentally alter both foreign691 and 

domestic policy while President John Fitzgerald Kennedy was sitting in 

that limo captured on film by Ukrainian-born Abraham Zapruder. While 

the events of that day are seared into the memories of so many, young 

and old, many still do not question the premise that Lee Harvey Oswald 

did the deed alone. Anyone saying otherwise, without a level of proof that 

a prosecutor allegedly needs to convict a person with, garners the label a 

“conspiracy theorist.” A label deployed routinely by the most likely 

perpetrators of this heinous act: the CIA. The CIA media lackeys do so as 

well; as Operation Mockingbird is well-known and used to this very day. 
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Whether one believes a conspiracy – just two or more parties planning 

(and executing) on their illegal scheme – is beside the point. The policies 

of Lyndon Baines Johnson did their job to get the United States into 

Vietnam fully, killing over 50,000 U.S. soldiers and well beyond a million 

lives in total, while LBJ’s domestic policies expanded the “butter” part of 

the plan: welfare expansion (Medicare) and women’s liberation.692,693 

Such “liberations” always come with a social price. Family instability 

started with the same ideas that are infused in the 21st century UN/WEF 

agenda at hand: lack of marriage, divorces, lowered birth rates, removal 

of men from households, and children indoctrinated, not educated, by a 

majority of female teachers away from understanding their country’s 

rights, rules, and responsibilities. Instead, the focus grew on criticizing, 

not critical thinking that help one navigate an enormously complex 

world, impacting them from one’s local street to half a world away. 

The 4th wave of feminism, in the first score of the 21st century, makes the 

2nd wave, in the 1960s, seem like a non-poisonous snake that could be 

avoided without any harms. While one can contend rightly enough the 

issue has always been men – and certainly, men make deadly wars at the 

behest of hidden and powerful financial racketeers, who exist, but no one 

dare name them – it is often shown women, do control social spaces and 

interactions, and make for the most easily agitated towards any social 

engineering, by psychologically-minded men, and women, alike. 

Edward Bernays proved such with his most overtly successful 

propaganda campaign in encouraging women to smoke, using an Easter 

Parade to attract media attention.694 Before long, many Hollywood films 

of the Greatest Generation, used women as props to sell smoking further, 

building a consumer market and driving up American tobacco company’s 

profits. Bernays’s gigs grew in complexity to include helping the CIA.695 

Consumerism was tied into what was then called “happiness 

machines,”696 the manufacturing of consent, by social engineers. During 

this post-WW2’s “peace dividend”, both sexes focused on families, 

growing a middle class with traditional roles, after their mutual sacrifices 

made (men serving at the war front, women in heavy industrial plants 

making all manner of war instruments and supplies). But neither peace, 

nor focus on families, particularly served forces inside the United States, 

or growing resentment blocs by people outside of U.S. borders. 

Inside was driven by communist and fascistic forces. The politics of the 

time heavily focused on commie hunts from the late 1940s through to 

JFK’s administration, more than who was parked in Washington, D.C.: 

an ever-growing effort to congeal a bureaucracy with intelligence and 

military planning institutions. The media of the time was more varied, 

but sliding quickly towards supporting socialist-minded people because 
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of their underdog status. Corporations expanded off international trade, 

necessitating further government “controls” with regard to their 

industrial wears being reversed-engineered for military applications. 

Nevertheless, people were weary of both sorts of radicalism overtly 

preached, as the memories of 1930s and 40s were none too distant from 

their memories and they knew what those forces did vividly. They killed 

tens of millions through starvation, internment camps, mass executions, 

and ultimately, men serving in war to stop the killing, by killing each 

other, until one side no longer existed militarily. 

Outside the U.S., as the CIA was set loose to build front operations and 

trek the globe697, gathering intel with a suite of tools and methods (some 

provided by Bernays to Central America and the Middle East), the 

enemies of United States both existed; and were routinely created. When 

international politicians displeased the State Department and Pentagon 

bureaucrats, personally or otherwise, secret operations (undoubtedly, not 

all thoroughly approved by the sitting President698) occurred to correct 

those political deficits in countries meant to stay on the United States’s 

side. Against existing and substantial forces, a Cold War Doctrine 

developed as well from George Kennan’s 1946 “Long Telegram” to engage 

and check Stalin’s USSR bid for implementing worldwide communism.699  

This doctrine responded to the communistic pushes born immediately in 

the aftermath of a Nazi-destructed Eastern Europe. While the Nazis were 

“mostly” vanquished from Germany, they were not erased in their 

entirety – as some highly talented, if perverted scientific minds, received 

refuge via Allen Dulles inside the U.S. State Department through 

Operation Sunrise; and at Pentagon in Operation Paperclip.700  

After World War 2 ended, first through Marshall Plan, and later, the 

reinstallation of Nazi personnel in West Germany and Italy (Operation 

Gladio701, 702), and by proxy war, a globalized chessboard, with pawns 

trekking from Europe to Korea to Cuba, and most detrimentally, 

Vietnam, moved on command through various presidencies. By whose 

direct command, depended on the nature of the tasks and the desire for 

“plausible deniability” if not the outright ignoring of the commander-in-

chief’s orders as occurred under Truman.703 (Showing such deep state 

coups long pre-dated the ignoring of Trump’s directives and policies.)  

Minor theatres of destabilization formed whenever a rogue nation-state 

through “their king” chose their own direction, regarding either the US, 

or the USSR’s interest in them. And such interest sprung up routinely in 

Africa, South America, and Asian countries. This ultimate chess game 

required a countering move to their Cold War foe – often with few of the 

common people knowing much, if anything, about which superpower, 

the US, or the USSR, was providing the most provocative actions to get 
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“regime change.” Again, deniability provided cover for many years – and 

only after a declassification of documents does one realize the story sold 

by mockingbird media was half-lies and overt fabrications to keep the 

people in the dark about their government’s absolute malevolence, 

whether US or USSR, or both. And, to what degree all governments are 

merely controlled opposition by stealthy financial forces that propagate a 

military marketing strategy that would make Bernays blush with delight. 

 
Operation Paperclip: Germans coming to the USA, post-WWII 704, 705 

Many socialists at home, people like Betty Friedan, were not pleased. Her 

history, prior to the 1960s, betrayed a deep yearning for a communist 
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United States – that of complete liberation, even under complete 

enslavement to one’s hedonistic desires, to follow, for the masses she 

encouraged subtlety towards that liberating utopia in her release of The 

Feminine Mystique. She was not alone in this peculiarity of thinking. The 

New York Times Pulitzer prize-winning Walter Duranty wrote during her 

childhood trek – age 10, in 1931706 – a false USSR’s utopia while the 

beginnings of the Holodomor was seared firmly into Ukrainian minds 

and souls.707 His 11-part series won that Pulitzer for correspondence. 

Friedan, under her maiden name Goldstein, was a Marxist-Leninist 

activist from the age of her majority to her publication of The Feminine 

Mystique as David Horowitz noted in 1999 publication, “Betty Friedan's 

Secret Communist Past.” Her life was hardly repressive as, “Her 

husband, Carl, also a leftist, once complained that his wife ‘was in the 

world during the whole marriage,’ had a full-time maid and ‘seldom was 

a wife and a mother.’”708 

Gloria Steinem, a well-known icon and journalist in the women’s 

liberation movement709, was recruited and paid in the late 1950s by the 

CIA.710 Mike Wallace of 60 Minutes fame asked Steinem in 1967: “You 

mean to say it was easier for you to work for the CIA [than the Ford 

Foundation]?” Steinem responded: “That’s right. And the reason I think 

that comes as a surprise, as it did to me at the time, I mean I had the 

conventional liberal’s view of the CIA as a right-wing incendiary group. I 

was amazed to discover that this was far from the case. They were 

enlightened, liberal non-partisan activists of the sort who characterize 

the Kennedy administration.”711, 712 

Despite the depiction of women being oppressed, it could be easily said 

women were deployed expertly to cause dramatic social changes and 

create conflict points either in response to, or derived from, a globalist 

desire to alter socio-economic dynamics to hamstrung both “enemies” 

and “friendlies” alike towards their control of humanity ends; often 

malleable through a problem-reaction-solution, Hegelian model. From 

the outset of the 1960s through to the late-1970s, the landscape of the 

United States, underwent a significant social engineering project driven 

by such institutional and international forces, well-disguised political 

activism (astroturfing)713 and publications to propagandize the 

population towards perversity and  homosexuality (Kinsey Report714, 

715,716), drugs (LSD717), and yes, even Rock & Roll. Such domestic 

terraforming occurred in lockstep with United States’s world policing, 

that allowed women to fill their sexual-liberating whims while their 

brothers and boyfriends warred towards both the country’s financial 

detriments and family destruction all in the name of “progress.” 

In A Manhood Doctrine, the author wrote (in 2019): 
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“The central unit of any culture lay in the family. The nuclear one – that 

of mom, dad, and children – frayed and unraveled with the 2nd wave of 

feminism that started in the 1960s. One can tie the strands of this 

decline to The Feminine Mystique published by Betty Friedan in 1963. 

Thereafter, the Civil Rights Act (1964), sex education (1964), formation 

of NOW (1966), change of divorce laws in California (1969), Title IX 

(1972), Roe v. Wade (1973) and culminating with ERA’s failed passage 

in 1979. Each [extended] right radically promoted pure equality ideals, 

devaluing responsibility or accountability included in the receiving of 

them, while social deconstruction merged fatally into their 

implementations over the past sixty years. 

In just a generation, the legal and social landscape, for women, altered 

significantly; and devalued a family’s value, substituting in the cause of 

women’s liberation well above it.”718 

Judith A. Reisman, Ph.D. (1935-2021), founder of The Reisman 

Institute719, and long-time antagonist of Kinsey et.al.720, 721, published her 

working paper titled “MKUltra, Kinsey and Rockefeller” in August 2020. 

In her thesis and introduction sections, she wrote: 

“For over seven decades, powerful entities prevented official 

investigation of Dr. Alfred Kinsey and promoted his conclusions as 

‘truth’. The result is that public policy, education, and law have been 

guided by the lies of a psychopathic pedosadist. Instead of protecting 

children and scaffolding the family, government policy has facilitated 

the agenda of allied interest groups which benefit personally, 

financially, and/or politically from sexual exploitation of the vulnerable 

and the destruction of the nuclear family. Notable among these 

beneficiaries are the very elites who, wishing to establish a New World 

Order, initiated and funded Kinsey’s work, sold his lies to the public, 

and obstructed investigation of Kinsey and the Institute that bears his 

name and continues his work to this day. Official investigation of 

Kinsey − and the cultural transformation he set in motion − is long 

overdue. 

From the early decades of the twentieth century, various philanthropic 

‘think tanks’ were either founded by or with significant input from the 

RF [Rockefeller Foundation]. These include; the Council on Foreign 

Relations (1921), the Tavistock Institute (1934), the United Nations 

(1945), the Bilderberg Group (1954), the Club of Rome (1968), the 

Trilateral Commission (1973), as well as various modern 

‘philanthropy/social justice’ organizations. The work of these groups 

form the context for the focus of this study, documenting the launch of 

RF’s global sexual revolution employing Dr. Alfred Kinsey, of Indiana 

University as RF’s agent provocateur (6-7).”722 
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~ 

 The rather non-poisonous snake was not avoided and still bit down 

hard into the fabric of United States. Only its poison was a delayed 

process to the present day, acting like an indoctrinating virus, that 

created an alphabet soup of acronyms (ESG, DEI, BLM, LGBTQIA) to 

match the behemoth bureaucracy. The administrative state is ten times 

the size of Nazi Germany’s heyday (42), numbering 434 agencies.723 

Women may not agree with the characterization here – but social 

movements cause long-term impacts, good and bad – but these occur: 

from the Roman Empire through the Middle Ages to Agenda 2030. 

Women, it should be noted, are the majority of college graduates724 and 

employees in the law profession, health, psychology, K-12 teaching725 and 

lower-level government positions (GS 1-11)726 in the United States. Far 

from equitable, domination has been a hidden goal by radical feminists. 

And of late, creating a multiplicity of genders, to muddy the waters, is yet 

another Marxian tool to propagate bad statistics so that no one can 

explain them rationally. Women are being erased as well727 – that is by 

intent – as the ruling elite are homed in on this plank of moral decay.  

Though many women make “glass ceiling” claims – such ire never points 

correctly at the controlling financial racketeers. Instead, the target is a 

random, lower-class man, without any political, financial or regulatory 

power. These men do not control public social spaces, unlike women.  

This flows from the continual social (and media) engineering to blame a 

random, representative “male” that has no objective control over women 

while ignoring an elephant-sized, and obvious, parasitic Globalist Elite 

(GP) who once funded their meteoric rise to acclaim, but expertly know 

how to cut off that rise, if such common folks dare to challenge a GP’s 

perpetual power-and-control game. Women are experiencing that now. 

No rational person denies women’s importance in our society. Their 

contributions are just as essential to its operation as men’s. When merit 

is used, instead of equality of outcome, people of both sexes, can achieve 

their best in all fields of endeavors. However, that is not what the 

Globalists want. Instead these forces want factionalism and criticism of 

every fundamental human value – motivation, hard work, respect, and 

ethics – and replace them with divisive tropes, subversion of purposes 

and victim narratives. (We are all victims – of powerful people that care 

not what one achieves or wants to do with their thoughts. Sadly, many of 

these people are called “leaders” because of title, not by their results.) 

And as such, 4th wave feminism decoupled itself from the 2nd wave 

feminist roots. Now splinter groups keenly focused on transgender ploys 

(men becoming women – much more prevalently) to both erase all the 
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gains in status had by women, while also social engineering a very pliable 

and indoctrinated youth that consume hours upon hours of social and 

mainstream media, without much supervision. When not getting fed this 

military-grade propaganda from TikTok to Instagram, their Marxist-

minded teachers, with NGO help (funded by the GP), reinforce this 

programming with their own chaotic personal takes. The Libs of TikTok 

account728 followed this phenomenon to the ire of the GP. Who then 

deploy their well-paid propaganda mavens to do seek-and-destroy 

missions on anyone reporting on these extreme trends in social 

engineering targeted directly at American minors.729,730 

Stunningly, the U.S. government actively supports all of this – under Joe 

Biden’s executive orders – who did revoke731 and replace what Trump 

ever attempted to avert these trends through his own executive orders, 

particularly EO #13985 that formed the 1776 Commission.732 Meanwhile, 

Joe Biden’s June 15, 2022 EO #14075 deliberately targeted international 

communities with threats of sanctions if these countries do not comply 

with the Biden administration’s transgender policies, stating that: 

“In developing the action plan, the Secretary of State shall consider the 

use of United States foreign assistance programs and the United States 

voice and vote in multilateral development banks and international 

development institutions of which the United States is a shareholder or 

donor to take appropriate steps to prevent the use of so-called 

conversion therapy, as well as to help ensure that United States foreign 

assistance programs do not use foreign assistance funds for so-called 

conversion therapy.”733  

 
World Economic Forum on LGBTI (Note: Africa) 734 
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Conversion therapy translates to “gender-affirming care” and will be the 

cudgel used to push forward this agenda that the World Economic Forum 

has wrapped itself in as well. The CEO of GLAAD, Sara Kate Ellis, co-

wrote a piece for the WEF in May 2022, titled, “Why LGBTQ 

representation should be a priority for business and media.”735,736 Such 

became the standard policy of the Biden administration, hosting the 

LGBTQIA flag at the U.S. embassies around the world, and in particular, 

Vatican City for the entire month of June since 2021.737, 738  

The White House on June 10, 2023 placed the LGBTQIA flag at the fore, 

and at equal stature to two United States flags.739 Symbolism, as the 

political left constantly tells us, matters. A myriad of outlets fact checked 

any discussion regarding the import of this violation of protocols 

observed regarding the flying of the United States colors.740 But such 

arguments are not about what is truly messaged here; but our enemies, 

do note these actions, and respond to them, advantageously. 

Such policies have come with direct confrontation and consequences – 

even if this is just ignored by the Biden administration. The disastrous 

Afghanistan withdrawal in August 2021 saw the deliberate destruction of 

the ideological flag of LGBTQIA.741, 742 The Taliban took over yet again; 

and the Chinese cut a $60 billion BRI deal in May 2023 with the long-

labeled home of “the graveyard of empires.”743,744  

That graveyard claimed women’s rights too. According to Axios, women 

are back in the stone ages: “[T]he Taliban has barred women from public 

office, high schools and universities, and many public places, and 

reinstated strict public dress codes.”745 

 
Surrender to the Globalist (GP) ideology…for now. 746 
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While Biden’s administration busily confuses boys with girls and treats 

other parts of the globe with contempt and ignorance about their social 

values747, both houses of Congress are inept, corrupted, and globally on-

board with this deliberate trans-terraforming of the United States. 

Congressional silence is legislative complicity.  

State legislatures though have responded – at one extreme is California’s 

AB-957, giving state powers to enforce “gender identity” and “affirming” 

decisions of pre-pubescent minors or remove them from parent’s care 

under “health, safety and welfare” edicts748,749 – while more than 20 

states, passed laws to uphold distinctions of male and female, in sports 

and healthcare, regarding any minor’s ability to consent to life-altering 

paths.750 On August 30, 2023, Nebraska Governor Jim Pillen signed an 

executive order declaring a “biological definition of male and female.”751 

The New York Times noted on June 5, 2023, “17 states have enacted bans 

or significant new restrictions on some or all gender-affirming care for 

minors, most ending the use of cross-sex hormones and puberty 

blockers. On Friday, Gov. Greg Abbott signed his state’s bill, making 

Texas the largest state to ban transition care for minors. Another ban, in 

Missouri, was signed into law on Wednesday.”752 Such bans though are 

immediately challenged in court by activists that want minors for this 

new medical market’s profit center. Such occurred in Oklahoma.753 

~ 

 The transgender insertion into the gay and lesbian clustering puts these 

adult persons into an awkward quandary.754 While their allyship depends 

on clustering themselves with posers, infiltrators, and predators755, into 

their segments, that of bisexuality to homosexuality, these adults are 

pulled into a maelstrom of mutilation of minors through grooming 

techniques, such as: trans shows (on military installations756); marches 

that intentionally sexualize minor audiences, the younger, the more 

traumatized permanently; and publications in schools that promote 

pornographic material, as a way to indoctrinate kids to obsess over their 

sexual identities. But these exist due to reasons that coexist in all 

“movements”, that of: profiteering from propaganda; erasing boundaries 

that are key to human social interactions, particularly surrounding 

competition; and building an “underclass” of individuals, coercing 

societies toward its destruction while the GP profits off the decline. 

First, the transgender industry is driven by pharmaceutical, medical, 

psychological and information agents.757 The New York Times wrote, 

“The American Academy of Pediatrics and the American Medical 

Association support allowing adolescents to access to this care.”758 The 

AMA argument, made by board member Michael Suk, 

MD,JD,MPH,MBA, talked about “dangerous intrusion” into “the practice 
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of medicine” and stated firmly, “Gender-affirming care is medically-

necessary, evidence-based care that improves the physical and mental 

health of transgender and gender-diverse people.”759 

The NIH published studies on gender dysphoria, the underlying 

psychological issue being exploited, and noted markedly higher levels of 

suicidal ideation and suicide attempts.760,761 A Netherlands longitudinal 

study, encompassing 45 years (1972-2017), logged 3 to 4 times higher 

suicide rates versus their country’s non-gender dysphoric population.762  

Both dysphoric and normal adolescents, the target for these political 

forces763, are prone to bouts of depression, anxiety and Cluster B 

personality disorders764 (narcissism), among a basket of observable co-

morbidities. These occur especially during their transformative years of 

puberty, when their decision-making and desires are hardly cemented 

and are impacted by genetics, environmental factors, and now, most 

importantly: military-grade, social engineering through social media, 

education and medical practices has produced a tipping point in society.  

Psychiatrists, for instance, note how youth are more neurotically-prone 

than later in life765, and brain development is not fully “rewired” until 

their mid-20s (25).766 In a Neuropsychiatric Disease and Treatment 

journal article from 2013, it was noted that:  

“Longitudinal MRI studies have confirmed that a second surge of 

neuronal growth occurs just before puberty. This surge is similar to that 

noticed during infancy and consists of a thickening of the grey matter. 

Following neuronal proliferation, the brain rewires itself from the onset 

of puberty up until 24 years old, especially in the prefrontal cortex.”767 

 
Neuropsychiatric Disease and Treatment: Maturation of the adolescent brain768 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3149680/
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The most important factors impacting one’s identity and growth into a 

mature adult are: sex hormones (estrogen, progesterone, testosterone), 

nutritional intake, heredity (genetics) and environment (homelife), and 

drug abuse, both legal and illegal, from ordinary stimulants to the 

pharmaceutically exotic – i.e. – from Ambien to fentanyl to SSRIs.769 

Is it any wonder why such targeting is being done on minors?  

By stalling one’s psycho-social-emotional development earlier, based on 

well-established science regarding the underdeveloped, pre-frontal 

cortex (PCR) as a pre-teen or early teen, such provides a market for: 

puberty blockers, sex hormones treatments for life, psychiatric services, 

surgical costs in both removal and reconstruction, group therapy 

meetings (with other transitioners), post-op psychiatric services and a 

lifetime of medical follow-ups, for the behavioral stability of this person.  

Such behaviors – the daily maintenance regarding medications and 

known post-op issues – are sold, or marketed, as easy and worthwhile. 

But all humans run into foreseeable and unforeseeable issues with their 

behaviors, no matter their identity. A transitioner’s consistent behaviors 

will be unquestionably more substantive, and debilitating, despite the 

marketing pitches. Their journey is not flowered with primroses; any 

more than any other human being not born into privilege, or wealth.  

A fall 2022 NIH.gov study by Baker and Restar, published in The Journal 

of Law, Medicine & Ethics called: “Utilization and Costs of Gender-

Affirming Care in a Commercial Insured Transgender Population”770 

provides substantial cost data analysis and notable as well a presentation 

of exactly when this social engineering on gender escalated from highly 

unnoticed to a 2023 destructive social virus.  

Baker’s compiled data lines up well with policy changes regarding 

Affordable Care Act (2010), Smith-Mundt Modernization Act of 2012 

(HR 5736)771,772, regarding U.S. media propaganda, and coincided with a 

rise in American media’s usage of key incendiary terms in their reporting. 

The overlap here is not coincidental; it is top-down, ESG-driven. 2024 

presidential candidate Vivek Ramaswamy and author of Woke Inc. noted 

this on a September 2022 Dave Rubin podcast. Vivek, and one is 

paraphrasing here, expressed his published theory on Wall Street and its 

woke marriage made for money and the moral cleansing of banker’s sins: 

“It happened in the aftermath of the 2008 crisis…Wall Street realized 

they could go from being the bad guys, after 2008, to being the good 

guys… A cynical arranged marriage between two partners that didn’t 

love or respect one another occurred…It was more like mutual 

prostitution [to get certain things in return]…Ludwig von Mises famous 

economist said very similar [things]…Capitalism creates a psychological 
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need filled by anti-Capitalism…Capitalism paves the way for socialism 

(5:43).”773 

Going back to Baker and Restar’s NIH study, they wrote in detail about 

the escalation of surgeries and their 2019 costs:  

“Temporal trends in the frequency of gender-affirming surgeries 

paralleled those of hormone therapy. Throughout the first two decades 

of [commercially-insured] claims, gender-affirming surgeries were 

performed infrequently, if at all, but the annual number of procedures 

performed began to increase around 2011: in 2011, 21 people (0.5% of 

all transgender people with coverage that year) underwent a gender-

affirming surgery, and by 2019, that number had risen to 794 

(8%)…The per-episode payer costs of gender-affirming surgeries 

ranged from $6,927 for orchiectomy to $45,080 for vaginoplasty and 

$63,432 for phalloplasty... As vaginoplasty and phalloplasty were 

frequently multi-episode procedures, the total average cost of these 

procedures per person was $53,645 and $133,911, respectively.”774 

Insider.com published in March 2021 and article titled: “Medical 

treatments for transgender people in the US can cost over $100K, even 

with insurance. Here's why they're so expensive.”775 In a companion 

video and transcript, the story starts off with Claire who states that, “I 

probably have spent upward over $200,000, maybe $300,000, in just 

medical. It is expensive just to try to be yourself.”776  

Thereafter, the Insider article offers that “1.4 million patients exist” and 

quickly attempts to guilt readers by using this framing: “There are 

surgeries like top and bottom, which can cost over $50,000 each, hair 

removal, which costs hundreds of dollars a month, and a slew of other 

expenses that most Americans never have to think about.”777 Thus others 

are considered rude by not thinking at all about this. It is a subtle 

propagandistic method to garner sympathy for transgenders’ plight. 

These are compounding, and escalating costs as of 2023, whether 

subsidized, or not, by a government, as transgenderism becomes a 

worldwide phenomenon.778 Costs escalate complications as the once 

minor patient, becomes an adult, and care is no longer a given for the 

adult. (The author is not saying adults cannot chose to pursue their 

preference of gender expression. The issue is minor-specific both in 

surgical and ideological terms.) The financial, social, and spiritual 

complications, as many find out – and have spoken to this fact – evolve 

into defamation, isolation and disregard of their journeys. 

The Epoch Times produced a documentary “Gender Transformation”779 

regarding the difficult road trekked in transitioning and de-transitioning. 

The stories documented are heart-wrenching and show as well how 
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people are manipulated into making decisions they regret shortly after 

making them, or even many years later. Katherine Welch, a physician in 

the documentary told Epoch later, “[T]he whole upending of gender and 

sex becomes the erasure of women and the whole definition of who we 

are as humans.”780 

 
Procedural escalation (NIH Study by Baker and Restar) 781 

Such gender ideology did not take place in isolation. Rather, this 

congealed inside subtle policy changes that had far-reaching 

consequences with respect to the United States’ overall moral stability.  

In May 2022, author Laurie Calhoun wrote on the Smith-Mundt Act 

impacts, just as Biden’s Administration created, and quickly disbanded, a 

Disinformation Board to be headed by Nina Jankowicz, a notable 

enough figure, to be then called: “Scary Poppins.” A Georgetown 

University grad (CIA agent development university), Jankowicz labeled 

the Hunter Biden laptop a “Trump Campaign product”782, a decidedly 

disinformation campaign that even The New York Times eventually 

caved in and admitted Hunter’s emails were authenticated.783 

Calhoun provides a recount on recent U.S. propaganda forays and how 

such techniques are used to subvert populations with thousands of 

government (and now) private companies controlled by such U.S. 

Agencies, feeding information agents (IA) narratives to spread. 

“All of this mayhem got underway in the early twenty-first century with 

the government ‘apprising’ citizens that Saddam Hussein had WMD 

(weapons of mass destruction) and was in cahoots with Osama bin 

Laden. Through such ‘intelligence community findings,’ citizens were 

deceived by ‘the experts’ into believing that Iraq had something to do 

with 9/11 and therefore was fair game for attack in 2003. There can be 

little doubt that in the aftermath of the events of September 11, 2001, 
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politicians’ and the populace’s critical faculties were compromised by 

the shock of what happened on that day, which best explains why they 

were so receptive to propaganda at the time. 

Two decades later, George W. Bush, despite having wrecked much of 

the Middle East, now consults with and expresses enthusiastic support 

for Ukraine’s President Zelensky, who is, according to Bush, ‘the 

Winston Churchill of our time.’ This farcical scenario serves above all to 

distract the discombobulated citizenry’s attention from the fact that 

Bush’s own invasion of Iraq bore similarities, not only to Putin’s 

invasion of Ukraine, but also, yes, to Hitler’s various military 

escapades. All of these leaders’ campaigns were aggressive attacks on 

sovereign nations during peacetime. 

How did we come to inhabit a society in which the government itself 

continually carries out psyops against the populace? There is a general 

sense in which the use of propaganda to manipulate the citizenry has 

always gone on—above all, during wartime—despite the fact that it 

undermines democracy by compromising the ability to ascertain the 

truth and freely to support policies, rather than being coerced through 

deception. A close examination of history (between the lines of 

textbooks written by spokespersons for the victors) reveals that the 

same sorts of mendacious tactics have been used by government 

officials and military leaders in their promotion and prolongation of 

most, if not all, wars. Fear is a powerful molder of minds, making 

citizens more, not less, receptive to leaders’ lies. 

… 

It is also true, however, that in 2013 President Barack Obama signed 

into law the Smith-Mundt Modernization Act (H.R. 5736), making it 

legal for government-produced media—such as was broadcast overseas 

by Voice of America, Radio Free Europe, and other outlets throughout 

the Cold War—to be directed toward U.S. citizens themselves. Needless 

to say, such government-penned narratives spin the news so as to 

reflect favorably upon the United States. To understand the sheer 

power of the Smith-Mundt Modernization Act, it suffices to do a quick 

Google of the name of this piece of legislation to see how it has 

generated a logical quandary befitting of Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-

Four. For if it is true that the American people are being propagandized 

by the U.S. government through its control of the major media outlets 

and tech giants, then any assertion to that effect will be countered—and 

ultimately defeated—by yet more government propaganda.”784 

Calhoun noted that the Pentagon (as of 2009) employed 27,000 as full-

time war marketeers.785 Bernays, that master of propaganda, remarked 

about such expert usage to control the population for war, or peace 
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purposes. As the Twitter Files noted, the FBI had a decided impact on 

pre-Elon Musk owned operations throughout the 2020 election cycle.786 

This transgender warfare turns as well on the inputs of media-driven 

propaganda through (IA) that has become the entire month of June in 

the United States regarding “pride month.” In 2023, this started up 

earlier from an InBev product (BlackRock and WEF-aligned) Bud Light 

promotional video with Dylan Mulvaney.787 The month saw more 

transgender sexualizing through video showing chaos and assaults 

against anyone (including former allies) not promoting the approved 

trans-narratives.788 

  
NYT: Gender Identity, Non-binary and Transgender (3rd row)789 

 

Note: Gen Z was 10 to 15 years old in 2012.790 
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Because of the aforementioned high suicide impacts (and various 

longitudinal studies that are readily dismissed by medical doctors as 

reasons to do such transitions earlier – coming from the very people 

most enriched to provide services, including the late-life transitioning 

Assistant HHS Secretary, pediatric and psychiatric doctor Rachel Levine 

in the Biden administration791), this smacks of hypocrisy and craven self-

interest. It certainly beggar’s belief that “science” is the driving force, 

though that may be such the case as will reason ahead for the GP’s long-

game at hand. 

Dr. Levine said, “It’s such an important issue for our youth and adults. As 

you said, some of these laws are extending into adulthood. We often say 

that gender-affirming care is health care—gender-affirming care is 

mental health care—and gender-affirming care is literally suicide-

prevention care.”792 Levine was lauded by the propagandist outlet USA 

Today as a part of their “women of the year” announcement in 2022. 

Levine’s boss, Xavier Becerra, at the Aspen Institute, plans to use 

Medicare funding to coerce hospitals to “offer gender-affirming care”793 

even as various courts and state legislatures set up roadblocks recently. 

To underline a key point here: Medical treatments that one can receive 

once they reach their legal majority (18)794, would undoubtedly diminish 

in number if these surgeries, pharmaceutical products and profits made 

from getting to these confused souls earlier did not exist. The pathway 

though has been to identify weakened family structure (and the child) for 

such promulgation of need to an industry’s sole benefit. 

The commercial medical insurance on such treatments prefers minors 

over adults (as minors will be covered by their parents’ insurance) – or 

even through government medical requirements (ACA) with equally 

coercive tactics regarding parental rights. Such decisions attach to the 

“health, welfare and safety” stipulations embedded in bills such as 

California’s AB-957 which passed both houses on September 6, 2023.795 

In a TransHealthCare article from 2019, this was noted: “While some of 

this growth can be attributed to changing societal attitudes and a greater 

buy-in from the medical community, it was broader insurance coverage 

beginning in 2014 that tipped the scales and kick-started the 

development of transgender surgery programs at medical centers across 

the country.”   

Citing JAMA, the Journal of American Medical Association, a November 

2018 publication noted that:  

“The number of patients seeking these procedures who were covered by 

Medicare or Medicaid increased from 2012 to 2014 by 3-fold… 
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As coverage for these procedures increases, likely so will demand for 

qualified surgeons to perform them... 

Most transgender patients in this national sample undergoing inpatient 

gender-affirming surgery were classified as self-pay; however, an 

increasing number of transgender patients are being covered by private 

insurance, Medicare, or Medicaid. As coverage for these procedures 

increases, likely so will demand for qualified surgeons to perform 

them.”796 

Moreover, later, if these persons ever want to procreate, the service needs 

to achieve that will be costly; and also, highly profitable.797 This too 

serves Agenda 2030 as well – creating a reoccurring cash flow that stifles 

a person’s savings while profiteering off psychologically manipulating 

minors; or nearly as abusive, the adults. As well as reducing population 

growth to meet the objectives of wealthy persons involved in this plan. 

During the recent chaos that was COVID, disruption of education and 

socialization was catastrophic to learning, but helpful to forces seeking 

new clients as a profit center. The educational field was routinely 

documented by The Libs of TikTok as promoting full-on gender 

dysphoria in their pupils. More notably, studies show autistic minors 

(undiagnosed) are more susceptible to manipulations798 by those with an 

agenda. Often, these promoters are themselves propagandized, and 

highly political, seeking to create more activists in their image.799 

 

The Libs of TikTok: Boston Children’s Advertised Agenda 800 
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A host of medical centers from Vanderbilt to Boston Children’s to Johns 

Hopkins desired to up their transgender clientele.801 Unbiased studies on 

gender change operations – don’t support this is evidence-based; it is 

market-driven by the richest, most powerful and their luxury beliefs.802 

Those luxury beliefs fuel this powerful social contagion. Rob Henderson, 

PhD candidate, coined the term, and wrote routinely on the subject: 

“The chief purpose of luxury beliefs is to indicate evidence of the 

believer’s social class and education. Only academics educated at elite 

institutions could have conjured up a coherent and reasonable-

sounding argument for why parents should not be allowed to raise their 

kids, and that we should hold baby lotteries instead. Then there are, of 

course, certain beliefs. When an affluent person advocates for drug 

legalization, or defunding the police, or open borders, or loose sexual 

norms, or white privilege, they are engaging in a status display. They 

are trying to tell you, ‘I am a member of the upper class.’”803 

The impact of the class-conscious, luxury-belief class is seen in the 

“identity crisis” promoted now by the powerful medical agencies in D.C. 

The more promoted – creating markets as Edward Bernays did for 

women’s smoking through Hollywood films – the more funding flows 

and more advocacy groups grow to drive this virus based off virtue 

signaling and generic classism. By using captured institutions and 

information agents, to sow this further, these draconian policies are 

enforced on the less well-off populations, eventually by force of law.  

GLAAD issued a statement signed by 250 Hollywood celebrities and 

operators on June 27, 2023: “LGBTQ Celebrities & Allies Call on 

Instagram, Facebook, YouTube, TikTok, and Twitter to Stop the Flow of 

Anti-Trans Hate & Malicious Disinformation About Trans 

Healthcare.”804 GLAAD’s letter reads in part: 

“As celebrities, influencers, and prominent public figures with 

significant followings on social media, we the undersigned are calling 

on Instagram, Facebook, YouTube, TikTok, and Twitter to fulfill the 

promises you’ve made to transgender, nonbinary, gender non-

conforming and all LGBTQ users in your terms of service. There has 

been a massive systemic failure to prohibit hate, harassment, and 

malicious anti-LGBTQ disinformation on your platforms and it must be 

addressed. 

Dangerous posts (both content and ads) created and circulated by high-

follower anti-LGBTQ hate accounts targeting transgender, nonbinary, 

and gender non-conforming people are thriving across your platforms, 

directly resulting in terrifying real-life harm including bomb threats 
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targeting children’s hospitals that offer healthcare for trans youth, and 

death threats targeting care providers. 

… 

This disinformation and hate, inadequately moderated on your 

platforms, plays an outsized role in the sharp increase in real-world 

anti-transgender targeting and violence. As documented by the Human 

Rights Campaign Foundation in 2022, this is particularly the case when 

it comes to the online extremists leading proactive coordinated 

campaigns of hate and lies about gender affirming healthcare for trans 

youth. Despite the fact that every leading medical and psychological 

association affirms the safety and necessity of gender affirming 

healthcare for trans people, including youth, inflammatory 

disinformation falsely asserting that this healthcare is dangerous is 

allowed to fester on your platforms because it drives clicks and 

profit.”805 

Reliance on the leading medical and psychological institutions and 

labeling anything disliked as “disinformation” increasingly becomes the 

go-to maneuver pushing the United States towards a totalitarian regime 

run solely for the elite, by the elite, and of the elite’s interests.  Such 

interests isolate and smear rational doctors and thought leaders. 

In a telling interview, “Dr. Michelle Cretella is a pediatrician who was 

formerly the Executive Director of the American College of Pediatrics. 

She was one of the first doctors to speak out on gender ideology and 

because of that has been labeled every name on the book by the usually 

suspects like the SPLC, Mother Jones and their ilk who are the real 

extremists when it comes to this pernicious ideology,” as Josh Walkos, a 

Twitter account, posted a 27-minute interview with the doctor from 

November 2017.806  

Dr. Cretella noted care resources found at bestforchildren.org 

[acpeds.org] which provides child-centered services. In this interview, 

she discussed rationally how this is “child abuse” and “gaslighting” kids 

from an early age, creating the inability to discern or test their reality 

appropriately. Teachers are using methodologies to whittle down a 

minor’s fragile mindset in order to confuse them about their sex through 

introduction of “gender bending” books and propaganda devices.807 

Dr. Cretella stated that: 

“So transgender ideology -- yes, it's child abuse because we are 

gaslighting our children. And now that they're thoroughly confused 

they will think that they really are the opposite sex and will be sent 

down a medical pathway.  As they approach puberty, they will be put on 

puberty blockers and then on cross-sex hormones.  That combination 
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will permanently sterilize most, if not all, of those children and also 

puts them at risk for heart disease, diabetes, and various cancers. If 

girls have been on testosterone, which is their sex change hormone, for 

a full-year, by age 16 they can get a double mastectomy. So, gaslighting, 

pubertal castration and surgical mutilation: It's institutionalized child 

abuse.”808 

Dr. Cretella remarks on how the distinctions of human biology: 

“We're at a point now in which we have documented at least 6,500 

genetic differences between men and women.809 Men and women 

cannot be treated the same in medicine. Because of these genetic 

differences women are more prone to autoimmune diseases than men 

are. We must approach our patients in accordance with their biology, 

not in accordance with their perceptions which are delusional.”810 

The formation of gender ideology came about as an excuse for 

performing surgeries and selling of hormones, rather than from a 

scientific basis in human biology. Dr. Cretella remarked on the history 

regarding this phenomenon: 

“Gender as a term, prior to the 1950s: 

#1. Did not refer to people; 

#2. Was not in the medical literature. 

Sexologists were PhDs and MDs in the 50s who were taking people who 

believed they were transsexuals (the term was transsexual at the time), 

mostly men who wanted to be women, and basically invented the so-

called ‘sex reassignment surgery.’  

Amongst themselves in the 50s, they said, ‘What are we treating? How 

are we going to justify this?’ because they knew full well even then that 

sex is in the DNA and that mutilating the body does not change a 

person's sex. They basically looked at the word gender, which meant 

male and female referring to grammar. 

So in the 1950s, one of the sexologists at the time was Dr. John Money. 

And they said, ‘We're gonna take gender and say that for people it 

means ‘the social expression of an internal sex identity.’’  

That's what we're treating. They pulled it out of the air to justify lining 

their pockets to do mutilating surgeries. And this is the very same 

definition that the activists are using.  It has no basis in reality.”811 

Non-doctors dove deeply into the history of who developed the ideas 

behind transgenderism. Matt Walsh, a conservative filmmaker at The 
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Daily Wire of What Is A Woman?812, addressed this topic repeatedly. In 

a social media thread, he listed the key thought “leaders” behind this: 

“John Money pioneered the concept of ‘gender identity.’ He tried out 

his theory on twin boys, who he abused and experimented on 

throughout their childhood. They both went on to kill themselves.  

Alfred Kinsey is the godfather of modern ‘comprehensive sex ed’ 

programs. He came up with many of the theories of sexuality that are 

now taught as fact in our schools. He also enlisted a pedophile who 

raped children so that he could document the victims' ‘orgasms.’  

Volkmar Sigusch was a sexologist who coined the term ‘cissexual.’ He 

argued in favor of exposing children to pornography and insisted that 

pedophilia should not be stigmatized. This latter point was a common 

belief among many pioneers of the trans movement.  

Magnus Hirschfeld. Another German sexologist. He opened one of the 

world's first transgender clinics. He was an avid proponent of eugenics 

and believed in forcibly sterilizing those who were ‘feeble-minded.’ The 

Nazis would later implement eugenics on a massive scale.  

Erwin Gohrbandt. A leading scientist in Nazi Germany who performed 

one of the first ‘sex reassignment’ surgeries. He helped design human 

experiments that were carried out on prisoners at Dachau.”813 

Genieve Gluck of Reduxx.info and Women’s Voices, wrote an insightful 

history on Volkmar Sigusch’s thoughts and ideas called:“ Cis' Coined by 

‘Pedosexual’ Apologist.”814 Passages reflect Germany’s extreme policy 

stances and abusive thinking on children and promoted endangerment: 

“Looking at the history of pro-pedophilia policies and attitudes in 

Germany during the 60’s - 80’s, it’s clear that Sigusch is far from an 

isolated advocate, and that he was simply attempting to popularize 

ideas that already existed. 

In the late 60’s and early 70’s, German sexologists began to view sexual 

relations with children as progressive rather than abusive. So pervasive 

was the cultural trend towards the social liberation of pedophilia that 

even Germany’s Green Party advocated for the abolition of Paragraph 

176 of the German Criminal Code, which criminalized sexual activity 

with children below the age of 14. 

One key figure behind an open cultural acceptance of pedophilia in 

Germany was Volkmar Sigusch’s contemporary, the Berlin-based 

sexologist Helmut Kentler. Kentler placed foster children in the homes 

of pedophiles beginning in 1969 for the purpose of facilitating child 
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sexual abuse, a project later known as the ‘Kentler Experiment’ or the 

‘Kentler Project’.”815 [My emphasis.] 

Gluck notes the work of Dagmar Herzog, and her book, Sex After 

Fascism, where: “Sigusch and his colleague Schmidt also argued that 

exposing children to pornography – a well-known grooming tactic of 

pedophiles – was harmless.”816 Such is the perverse mindset of the 

notable European and German researchers.  

These, one argues, influence the luxury beliefs held by Washington, 

D.C.’s elite on transgender and other salient issues (policing). Joe Biden 

has signed four executive orders that mention either “transgender” or 

“gender identity” in the title. (#14075, 14021, 14020, 13988.) 

Feminist and investigative journalist Jennifer Bilek817 in an interview 

titled, “Who is Behind the Trans Agenda?” provided a broad overlay of 

the legal, business and ideological forces that are connected to 

billionaires and transhumanists.818 She remarks that: 

“Everyone is profiteering off this now. Even if they have no idea what 

its about, you know, transgender modeling agencies, gender fluid 

make-up photographers taking pictures of transgender children… 

And the same message is being driven into their grade schools. By 

second grade, they are learning about gender identity, taking 

hormones, and this is all brought in under anti-bullying programs. 

These programs were passed by Obama and funded by the Pritzker 

family, one of most wealthy families in America…Jennifer Pritzker was 

an Army Colonel. He purports to be a female and runs around with 

synthetic sex [SSI] characteristics of a female. He drives this ideology 

into the psychiatric department of major universities, into other 

medical institutions, gender hospitals and the military. 

And his company, Tawani Foundation819, is partnered with Squadron 

Capital which [funds]820 medical device companies. So he’s following 

the same trajectory of the Arcus Foundation.821 Stryker Medical is a 

medical supply corporation. 

And they’re going to be profiting off of these surgeries, not just, so-

called gender surgeries but human augmentation. When we open the 

door to these kind of radical changes to our biology, you know, the way 

that we’re planted in the ecosphere, you know, once we let that go, that 

tether, anything is up for grabs. 

They can manipulate your DNA…And that’s why these rights are, I 

mean, from what I can tell, these…gender rights are being passed.” 
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Squadron Charitable Trust, for a decade has funded “an Ortho Pediatric 

fellowship in pediatric orthopedics at Boston Children’s Hospital.”822,823 

The Gates Foundation funded Boston Children’s with over $50,000,000 

during the last fifteen years. Nearly half of that total granted came since 

2020. 

On the international front, “The Bank of England stated that people of 

any gender identity can become pregnant.”824 The Bank’s view garnered 

inclusion as 57th rated company in a top 100 employer list that Stonewall, 

a LGBT lobby group complied in 2022. To achieve this, these bankers got 

deeply involved in meetings and email chains to that be a part of a 

“recruitment system” and “quantitative targets” in respect of LGBT 

employees and focus on “people of faith.”825   

According to Grand View Research, the current prominent players in a 

11% CAGR growth rate on a nearly 2-billion-dollar marker for gender 

reassignment are826: 

• The Mount Sinai Health System 

• Transgender Surgery Institute of Southern California 

• Cedars Sinai 

• Moein Surgical Arts 

• Boston Medical Center 

• Cleveland Clinic 

• CNY Cosmetic & Reconstructive Surgery 

• Plastic Surgery Group Rochester 

• The University of Michigan Health System 

• The Johns Hopkins University 

~  

 As Bilek discussed, there is a well-hidden sinisterness to all of this: 

Genetic engineering is not fiction. Biomedical engineers are building on 

the CRISPR CAS9 eureka827, that of gene editing and control of species 

populations, starting with flies and bugs, and working up to human 

embryos as the Chinese achieved in November 2018.828 These bio-

scientists can manipulate, for a high-market price at present, the genetic 

make-up of all people at the embryonic stage, and after birth as well. 

(Though less efficiently and effectively than desired.)  

This gene editing is seen as the foundation for fixing Humanity. To crack 

the code of God in the hubris that humans can be readily improved upon 

merely by enhancing targeted DNA. This is the next stage after the 

lopping-off-their-genitals-fad fades. But as for the present: Synthetic sex 

identification (SSI) is to normalize such manipulations of humans.  
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The repercussions cannot be overstated: gene editing comes with impacts 

we do not have the ethics, the desire to reverse, or even the 

comprehension to unravel if these modifications go astray. Black swan 

events happen – as we are always facing a probability for World War – 

and thus, scientists dying in that war, would leave a knowledge gap: or 

worse, a created genetic “being” prior to, or out of such a war, that such 

manipulations birth an “enhanced” intellect but with a clever coldness 

never seen on this Earth. (The improving IQ topic was discussed in a 

2019 Purdue University CRISPR presentation, called “What if 

Breakthrough Technologies Could Make Us Smarter.”829) That new being 

would likely seek to hide such a vast differential – undoubtedly – and 

before long, may hold substantially different views on human biological 

necessity to this planet.  

And for those thinking otherwise: why would such a being not? Lesser 

intellects with evil designs have routinely walked this Earth within the 

timeframe of the last century. 

~     

 A second conflict arises from inherent biological differences830 prior to 

transitioning that make for conflict in Title IX sports endeavors, causing 

violent destruction to both women’s sports records831 and their fractured 

skulls.832 Though the media agents (IA) attempt to dismiss or disinfo 

people away from any of those blatantly obvious assertions. 

 

The Daily Signal published the personal account of University of 

Kentucky’s Riley Gaines interaction with this decoupling from reality. 

Gaines spoke out about Lia Thomas, a biological male that is on estrogen 

treatments (transwoman), who defeated her in NCAA swim meets before 
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a Senate Judiciary committee. She discussed how the locker room issue 

made her uncomfortable as it would to an ordinary soul: 

“You’re undressing, you’re fully exposed, and we were forced to take off 

our swimsuit in front of a man, who was doing the exact same thing. 

If nothing else, I truly hope you-all, you can see this is a violation of our 

right to privacy and how some of us have felt uncomfortable, 

embarrassed, and even traumatized by this experience.”833 

Riley noted the unfairness, the competitive advantage of such males: 

“I saw the tears from the ninth and 17th place finishers, who missed out 

on being named an All-American by one place. And I can attest to the 

extreme discomfort in the locker room, from these 18- to 22-year-old 

girls, when you turn around and there’s male eyes watching in that 

same room.”834 

Such biological and performance enhancements were, twenty or more 

years ago, a major concern. One is speaking of steroid usage and other 

techniques to garner an unfair advantage (EPO training).835 The 

Olympics and MLB took particularly umbrage with athletes utilizing 

enhancers, going back into the Cold War era, regarding the East German 

swimmers at the 1976 Montreal Olympics836; and Barry Bonds and Mark 

McGwire’s demolishing of long-standing home run records while on the 

“cream” or the “clear”837, for Barry Bonds, tied to the BALCO case. 

In the former case, 167 athletes were “systematically doped” from 1973 to 

1989 and received compensation. Though, this number only scratches 

the surface. East German files noted over 10,000 were selected for the 

program, most unknowingly and without parental consent. According to 

Swimmer World Magazine’s 2013 investigation, “Many of the women 

have gone on to experience psychological problems or have delivered 

children with birth defects from the after-effects of doping.”838 

During the Montreal Olympics, U.S. swimmer Shirley Babashoff alleged 

correctly that growth hormones were used by the East Germans. Like 

Riley Gaines, the media branded Babashoff a poor sportsperson.839 

Rumors circulated years prior to the source of East Germany’s recording-

breaking feats. A 1973 Paris newspaper, France-Soir, called the new 

weapon in sports, " [a] vaccine against fatigue.”840 

The current issue is more extreme with males entering into Olympics 

sports. Laurel Hubbard was added to New Zealand’s weightlifting team 

for the 2020 Tokyo games.841 Others throughout the United States, from 

Connecticut to Montana and beyond, find males operating in female 

sports to young girls physical, emotional and psychological dispiriting. 

The Biden Administration from his first day in office threatened the 
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withholding of federal funding from schools that disallowed transgender 

males to compete in female sports in EO#13988.842,843 

 The third and most important aspect, targeting minors, down to their 

pre-teens, assures these are life-altering and sterilizing; and are 

Munchausen’s by proxy-driven, the creating or encouraging a gender-

identity disorder through false presentation of symptoms, deceit, or for 

no apparent benefit.844 It is inconceivable why anyone believes a minor 

child, and frankly, an adult teenager, has the needed intellectual capacity 

to make such disastrous choices about their sexuality based on a slanted, 

self-serving (for the promoters) idea of what is deemed: “gender fluidity.” 

NBC News on June 27 ran interference for a LGBTQIA New York City 

march that chanted the phrase, “coming for your children.” On Twitter, 

this once venerable news organization, stated that:  

“The “coming for your children” chant has been used for years at Pride 

events, according to longtime march attendees and gay rights activists, 

who said it’s one of many provocative expressions used to regain 

control of slurs against LGBTQ people.”845 

The accompanying article, written by Tyler Kingkade, further noted that: 

“To conservative pundits, activists and lawmakers, the video confirmed 

the allegations they’ve levied in recent years that the LGBTQ 

community is ‘grooming’ children. 

But to Brian Griffin, the original organizer of the NYC Drag March, if 

that’s the worst they heard, it’s only because he wasn’t there this year. 

Griffin said he chanted obscene things in the past, like ‘Kill, kill, kill, 

we’re coming to kill the mayor,’ and joked about pubic hair and sex toys 

during marches. People at the Drag March regularly sing ‘God is a 

lesbian.’ 

‘It’s all just words,’ Griffin said. ‘It’s all presented to fulfill their worst 

stereotypes of us.’”846,847 
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Inside the Libraries of America: Libs of Tik Tok Montage of Content 848 

There is substantial evidence that such forces are doing those exact 

activities, that of grooming from New York City to Austin, Texas. 

Moreover, the left, ideologically speaking, routinely and unfailingly says 

words matter, but then when calling them into question about their 

rhetorical choices, will dismiss these claims as nothing; or deflect from 

them with even more outrageous statements to distract from the issue 

presented. Similar stereotypes, made by them, are applied to 

conservatives.     

But these socially engineered trends run in exact parallel as to why the 

Global Elite (GP) do this: to have foot soldiers for their ideological and 

military wars, for profiteering from the misery they cause, and to enslave 

people with a lifetime (no matter what its duration) with health and debt 

problems. 
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Using transvestites, dressing up and masking their identities and 

personal histories, to groom children and peddle poisonous propaganda 

to narcissistic parents, it appears, makes this author cringe at the world 

we are creating daily by standing by and doing nothing about it. 

Relevant here is the underlying methodology that operates off the 1930s 

model of totalitarian aggression as U.S. historian Carroll Quigley wrote in 

Tragedy and Hope (1966): 

“From the broadest point of view, the aggressor of 1931-1941 were 

attacking the whole nineteenth century way of life and some of the most 

fundamental attributes of Western Civilization itself. They were in 

revolt against democracy, against the parliamentary system, against 

laissez faire and the liberal outlook, against nationalism (although in 

the name of nationalism), against humanitarianism, against science, 

and against all respect for human dignity and human decency. It was an 

attempt to brutalize men into a mass of unthinking atoms whose 

reactions could be controlled by methods of mass communications and 

directed to increase the profits and power of an alliance of militarist, 

heavy-industrialists, landlords, and psychopathic political organizers 

recruited from the dregs of society. That the society which they came to 

control could have created such dregs, men who were totally untouched 

by the traditions of Western Civilization and who were restrained by no 

social relationships at all, and that it could have allow the militarist and 

industrialists to use these dregs as an instrument for seizing control of 

the state raise profound doubts about the nature of that society and 

about its real allegiance to the traditions to which it paid lip service.”849  

The transgenderism movement is a re-tooling of building up 

psychopathic political organizers recruited from the fringes of society by 

the militaristic and modern equivalency of such industrialists: big tech 

and big pharma. The seizing control of institutions – health, education 

and even law – to placate these “men” playing women (primarily), to 

garner entryism of even deeper perversions against traditions is not a 

bug of the system, it’s the main feature. This feature followed on from a 

pattern that Marxist-trained BLM dregs decided works, creating a 

destructive path for Western Civilization. Such was observed in a U.K. 

Daily Mail headline regarding a Philadelphia July 4, 2023 shooting spree 

as a, “Cross-dressing gunman behind July 4 Philly bloodbath that left five 

dead is BLM supporter who made chilling Facebook posts about 'black 

massacres' and 'evil spirits'.”850 Just weeks prior, the first transgender 

elected representative from New Hampshire, born Barry Charles 

Laughton, Jr., was arrested on child pornography charges.851 

~ 
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 The Supreme Court opened up the flood gates to this massive alteration 

by allowing in fascism directly through the election door in their Citizens 

United decision.852 In letting multi-national corporations (MNC) directly 

fund elections, such as Facebook’s Mark Zuckerberg did in 2020 (even if 

done through NGOs), the common people are voters had at a pittance. 

These billionaire-led advocacy groups buy off people and promote radical 

ideas. Then, through ballot harvesting, drop boxes, and polling place 

control – their foot soldiers operate as a paramilitary force of the extreme 

ideologs that can deploy such billions, whether named Soros, Gates, or 

Zuckerberg.  

Akin to Hitler’s rise, getting corporate conservatives (the German 

National Party of the time (201)853) and radical socialist elements (the 

Nazis prior to their acquisition of power were not substantially further 

afield from their communist compatriots, economically speaking) to 

congeal the Nationalist Socialists’ might, this path took less than a 

decade of time to install. 

Shirer, in The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich, noted this with Hitler’s 

final death stroke to Weimar Republic and its constitution (199-200): 

“The Social Democrats, who bore a heavy responsibility for the 

weakening of the Republic, would at least stick to the principles and go 

down – this one time – defiantly. But not the Center Party, which once 

had successfully defied the Iron Chancellor in the Kulturkampf. 

Monsignor Kaas, the party leader, had demanded a written promise 

from Hitler that he would respect the President’s power of veto. 

[Hindenburg] But though promised before voting, it was never given… 

Thus was parliamentary democracy finally interred in Germany. Except 

for the arrests of the Communists and some of the Social Democrats 

deputies, it was all done quite legally, though accompanied by terror. 

Parliament had turned over its constitutional authority to Hitler and 

thereby committed suicide, though its body lingered on in an 

embalmed state to the very end of the Third Reich... 

To be sure, completely under the Nazi heel…this also was accomplished 

with breathless speed and with crudeness, trickery and brutality. ‘The 

street gangs’ in the words of Alan Bullock, ‘had seized control of the 

resources of a great modern State, the gutter had come to power.’”854 

Such cohesive acts occurred in the 2020 election, but with more rapidity. 

Molly Bally, Nancy Pelosi’s biographer, wrote a tell-all about this in Time. 

Ball’s article, titled, “The Secret History of the Shadow Campaign That 

Saved the 2020 Election,”855 promoted the cross-party compromises 

made from diverse views (allegedly) naming the direct conspirators to 

overthrow Donald John Trump and insert one Joseph Robinette Biden. 
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Elections do have consequences – as elected Democrats brazenly spit on 

the U.S. Constitution’s legal tenets856, violating both the letter and the 

spirit of the law, while elected Republicans silently idle by, or pay cursory 

lip service to such tenets to garner a better-than-communism vote from 

their frustrated constituencies when the time comes. Do not be fooled: in 

D.C., the elected are more alike than different; and are world’s different 

ideologically from the common man which may explain the lack of 

curiosity in investigating election frauds. They benefited personally from 

the frauds. Election security measures are incompetent at best, and 

criminal at worst, as one will discuss in a later chapter. 

Presently, the rapid rise of transgenderism857,858, with massive corporate 

involvement859, leads one to believe there is future conflict agitating. This 

is due to a complete abdication of necessary principles regarding 

personal boundaries and the values of the human normative, regarding 

sex and sexuality. These biological principles and values are not for any 

corporation to promote against, nor any country to proselytize for in the 

world community. Nevertheless, these forces are working hand-in-hand. 

All total, such occurs as billionaire and politically-controlled intel-

agency-media feed populations lie after lie after Big Lie. This keeps 

easily-agitated voting blocs hyper-stimulated towards grievance tropes 

(reparations, LGBTQ rights); scapegoating one man (Trump) and his cast 

of lesser characters (attached to him by legal jeopardy); while massive 

bureaucratic and political forces in place since the 1970s (through the 

Bushes, Clintons, Bidens, et. al.), are renowned for their contempt of 

process and justice when it does not suit their own personal agendas. 

 ~  

 Such naked contempt came out vividly in late June in 2022 and 2023 

with rulings on abortion, affirmative action and freedom of association 

and enterprise activities. On abortion, the issue was deemed a state 

matter, nullifying 50 years of bad legal precedent. This issue – the taking 

of a human embryo (a life) – would no longer be under federal 

guidelines, allowing each state to make their laws on the issue. 

Immediately, women’s rights group took such a decision to hyperbolize 

their ongoing stance that “abortion is healthcare,” even if done well into 

the 3rd trimester; or even right up to birth. “Care” being the syllable that 

is substantially questioned as personal regrets and issues, post-abortion, 

inevitably may haunt a woman regarding her choice to extinguish a life, 

whether it occurs early or late. 

The neoconservatives, in Republican-led states, made political errors 

immediately. One would offer these are done strategically to further 

destruct the populist movement, in pushing forth new draconian laws – 

arrest and criminal prosecution for an aborted child – onto the woman. 
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This political tactic will not win votes, nor does it understand what 

SCOTUS ruling provided for. Such positioning of abortions as ripe for a 

criminalizing legal stance further polarizes a country that needs a way 

back from the boundaries of extreme thought on abortions. 

Doctors in these matters have lost their moral foundations here as well. 

Moving away from extreme positions, late-term abortions or legal 

jeopardy for complications in a pregnancy, towards a coherent consensus 

and life-affirming thesis: to avoid as many abortions as medically 

possible, while noting that instances of rape and incest do occur – and 

should be assessed within a woman’s mental state and logical decisions 

made as key factors. In short, taking a life should not be an easy task; and 

not without a sound legal rationale behind it, a balanced perspective. 

The affirmative action decision addressed the stark reality of imposing a 

selection bias based on characteristics that no one uniquely controls – 

race or socio-economic factors – instead of merit-based. Merit should be 

the overriding measure of one’s acceptability and selection for any 

position. Those on the left on the political spectrum want to keep a biased 

system that will never solve the underlying issues of disparate outcomes. 

The root cause of this imbalance starts with a family staying unified. 

Support systems are built from a foundation of trust at the earliest age of 

development. It is not a money issue; though social engineers – and there 

are many – want money as the issue so their hands can dive into the 

trough first and pull such resources towards their own costly solutions 

and corrupted hands. 

A better answer has people (in that family) acting responsibly; choosing 

their partners deliberately; raising their kids with the values of hard 

work, critical thinking, reading self-reinforcing ideas and applying those 

ideas into a broad environment where answers come in small changes 

and through practical solutions. 

The freedom to do such these things are at loggerheads to the D.C. luxury 

belief-having class that undoubtedly know their answers are vapid and 

serve only their desires for power and control. Having freedom of 

association as well and building business enterprises from a childhood 

age (lemonade stands, mowing companies, new computer apps) 

challenges the established dogma of the Department of Education and 

the teacher’s unions supported vocally (and monetarily) by the D.C. 

regime to impose a praxis that creates mindless soldiers willing to obey 

illogical orders from a government made of unelected bureaucrats.  

On July 4, 2023 a court decision, regarding U.S. departments use of 

social media to censor opinions, injuncted the Biden Administration, 

particularly regarding medical opinions.860 As the last decade in the 
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United States has shown, the forces in Washington, in academia, in big 

tech and with COVID, big medicine has made it their overarching goal to 

control information at all costs. The number of outlets, non-profits and 

government employees contracted into the “disinformation” field in 

recent years speaks to the obsessive desire to control what the population 

believes and says online no matter the destruction it causes. This case 

was moved forward (a writ of certiorari) to be heard and decided in the 

spring of 2024. Sadly, the stay of injunction was lifted, allowing Biden’s 

administration to continue its operations, until a “final” decision.861, 862 

With the election of Trump, and his labeling of information agents as 

“Fake News,” this pronouncement triggered the entirety of the D.C. 

media-intel apparatus. From there, whatever one thinks of Trump and 

his policies, the administrative state went to work to undermine his 

moves when this bolstered their positioning. (The bureaucratic acquiesce 

to Trump, at times, was not by accident; it was because an executive 

order or policy assisted other agendas that Trump likely knew nothing 

about – or was not privy to it.) To quote former Democrat Senate 

Majority leader Harry Reid, “Give him fake briefings…He won’t know the 

difference.”863  This was the about candidate Trump – but it stands to 

reason this was the ongoing policy for dealing with President Trump. 

For better or worse, people now are aware that their class-conscious 

betters have neither the personal values nor integrity to allow U.S. 

citizens to decide openly what is true and accurate versus what is 

deceptive and misleading. California is the testing ground for a host of 

such laws – transgender, imposed medical care and information control 

on doctors – to erase Constitutional protections all persons should value. 

This ongoing battle has the potential to rip the United States apart. 

Trump is no paragon of truth; but in a town severely warped by its own 

lies and history, Trump was substantially more blunt and direct about the 

path the country is trekking since the turn of the century than the people 

in media, intel and politics can seemingly stomach. Such Trumpian 

bluntness now has its merits to Chamath Palihapitiya, a Democrat-voting 

billionaire864865, who was at Facebook (2007-11) before launching Social 

Capital. Palihapitiya raised his grade on Trump from an “F” to a “B/B+” 

after living through the last seven years. Meanwhile, Trump’s current 

political opponent, and legal nemesis through the DOJ, Biden (and his 

family) have a half-century of deception and dealings that need a 

thorough expose as money, emails, and deep ties to U.S. adversaries and 

manipulators should worry not just Americans, but the entire world.866, 

867 
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